PRESS RELEASE:
New ASPHER Statement and Report outline recommendations on
the Use of Face Masks to Combat Spread of Covid-19
•

BRUSSELS, Belgium, 30 April 2020. A Statement on the Strategic Use of Face
Masks was issued from The Association of Schools of Public Health in the
European Region (ASPHER).

•

The Statement is backed by a scientific report from ASPHER’s COVID-19 Task
Force and the Public Health Unit of the Catholic University of Lisbon,
Portugal. The Report provides a review of the state of the knowledge on face
masks and recommendations for their use during a pandemic.

•

The Statement and Report can help inform governments on effective,
evidence-based policies to protect their citizens. By limiting contagion, face
masks, as part of a broad set of safety measures, can be a powerful ally for
the safe reopening of economies.

The Statement highlights that the need for face masks to prevent the spread of
viruses changes over the course of an epidemic, while different types of face
masks offer different levels of protection. Governments, decision-makers and
individuals must take decisions on when and what type of face mask to wear
when directives are given to the population. ASPHER President, John Middleton
cautioned that to assure quality of social mask use, there must be a strong public
training campaign by health authorities”.
The accompanying scientific report provides an in depth look at the state of the
knowledge on face masks and recommendations for their use. Lead author,
Henrique Lopes from the Public Health Unit of Catholic University, Lisbon warns
“that masks should never be used as the only way to combat the virus, their use
must be part of a broader set of safety measures, including hand-washing and
physical distancing”. Major findings from the report are summarized in the
infographic reproduced below.
Many European countries are currently debating whether or not to require their
populations to use face masks in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. ASPHER’s

conclusions are based on findings from the ASPHER Covid-19 Task Force and the
Public Health Unit of Catholic University, Lisbon on the need for and appropriate
use and distribution of masks. The conclusions are based on public health
concerns including epidemiology; clinical, social, psychological, political and
behavioural sciences; ethics and economics.
The ASPHER Statement on the Strategic Use of Masks and links to the
report and infographic are available here:
https://www.aspher.org/aspher-statement-masks.html.
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